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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
This study was requested by Solution Xperts in Linköping during the spring semester of 2018. Being a
Microsoft partner, one of the programs which gets a lot of use in the company is Biztalk Server [4]. This
program is used for application integration at an enterprise level. One problem that many face with
BizTalk Server is how to handle the post-implementation operations of their implementation. Referring
to such factors as monitoring and security for instance. The built-in tools in the Biztalk Administration
Console are very limited and lack a variety of functions that are very desirable. These functions cover
subjects like monitoring, auditing and security. In [1] it is stated that previously people have tried to
solve these issues using additional software which takes care of a part of the problem like System Centre
Operations Manager (SCOM) [7] or HP Operations Manager (HPOM) [8]. BizTalk360, developed by
Microsoft Partner Kovai Limited, is a software designed to gather all the desired functions into one
consolidated tool.
But in order to decide if BizTalk360 is worth investing in or not, Solution Xperts wanted an evaluation
of what business value Biztalk360 provides and in what ways it could help them and their customers
when working with Biztalk Server.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to gather knowledge about BizTalk Server and BizTalk360 in order to
identify the business value of BizTalk360.

1.3 Research questions
After understanding the purpose and goal of the study the following research questions were pursued:
•

How important are the functions provided by BizTalk360 for the company?

•

How difficult would it be to implement the relevant functions without BizTalk360?

The intention is to answer these questions through implementing a test-application in BizTalk Server.
This application will then be used for testing the functions of BizTalk360 in order to build up a
knowledge base of the functions it provides. This knowledge base will be presented to a group of
experienced BizTalk Server developers at Solution Xperts who will provide estimates on which the
conclusions will be based. Additionally, a function similar to one of the highlighted functions in this
report will be implemented in order to provide a better understanding of the available information and
difficulty when implementing functions surrounding BizTalk Server.

1.4 Organization
This report is organized in order to provide the reader with insight of the process of the thesis, building
into the final conclusions. The report will be structured in the following way:
1. Theory –Covers the background knowledge needed in order to understand the content of the
report.
2. Method – Explains each step taken and also motivate why each step was necessary for this
thesis.
3. Result – Shows the outcome of each step and also highlight any problems encountered.
4. Discussion – Summarizes the final thoughts regarding the different steps taken.
5. Conclusions – Concludes the report and answer the research questions.
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2. Theory
2.1 Application Integration
In general, application integration refers to connecting separate systems usually using some kind of
middleware. This also enables control of a business process to be more centralized. This is a growing
problem for organizations, as communication channels are becoming more complex. Consider the
following equation presented in [5], illustrating the number of bi-directional interfaces (i) needed for
any given number of applications (n) where all applications need to be connected to every other
application.
𝑖 = 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)/2
For example, to connect 5 applications, one requires 10 interfaces. Solutions requiring all systems to be
connected also often encounter problems when there is a change made to a system, since the change
needs to be applied to all other systems. Application integration solves this by placing a middleware
between these which handles the communication between all the applications, as shown in figure 1. A
software which provides that is Microsoft BizTalk Server.

Figure 1. Showing the difference between using a centralized application integration solution and
simply connecting the systems.

2.2 BizTalk Server
Microsoft BizTalk Server, first released in 2000, is an application integration software. The purpose of
the solution is to act as a universal translator between systems who natively cannot communicate. It is
based on open Web standards like XML [4]. To understand the content of this report, some terminology
regarding the structure of BizTalk Server must be covered. Bear in mind the description that follows is
simplified for the sake of this study.
The Server hosting BizTalk implementations is called an Environment. Each environment can host a set
number of Applications. Applications are what can be seen as a BizTalk implementation. As described
in [4], applications are built up of several different components that enable functionality for the
application. These can be divided into two groups. The Messaging Services and the Orchestration
service.
The messaging services mainly handle the following [4]:
•
•
•
•

Receiving messages
Transporting messages
Parsing messages
Delivering messages
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The components used inside the application for this thesis which use this functionality are send and
receive ports, receive locations and pipelines. These are also called Artifacts. The ports act as the
adapters for messages that are going in to or out from BizTalk. After being received the message travels
through a pipeline to perform a correct transformation on the message. This is done to both inbound and
outbound messages since the format used internally by BizTalk can very likely differ from the format
used by the surrounding systems. Such a transformation can for example be to change the structure of a
XML file or to change the format of the message into an XML format [10]. When messages are within
the Biztalk environment, they reside within the MessageBox, which lies in the center of the messaging
service. It is implemented using Microsoft SQL server databases and the messaging agent [10]. From
there, messages can either be sent out of the environment through send ports or handed over to the
orchestration service if the MessageBox contains a message that one of the orchestrations wants [10].
The orchestration service is where custom business process logic called an orchestration can be created.
Orchestrations are not created writing code but instead through the usage of a graphical tool in which a
user connects predefined shapes that express different actions within the orchestrations [11]. The
orchestration development is done using Microsoft Visual Studio [9].
An overview of the whole process is given in figure 2.

Figure 2. Diagram of a typical message transportation through the BizTalk Server engine [6].
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2.3 BizTalk360
BizTalk360 is a software developed with the intention to gather all tools needed for monitoring a
BizTalk Server environment into one consolidated tool. It was first released in 2011 and is developed
by Kovai Limited. The motivation for the software is presented in [6] by Kovai Limited through a list
of the 5 biggest challenges/issues when using BizTalk Server. The list is as follows:
1. Support requires skilled BizTalk people.
When using the standard tools for BizTalk Server it requires quite experienced Biztalk developers in
order to support the environment correctly. The tools available are “nearly impossible” to use if you
have no prior BizTalk knowledge.
2. Security + Auditing
The auditing capabilities for BizTalk Server are very limited as well. When using the standard tools, the
operational activities cannot be traced in any way. This could pose a problem if a say an important
message is erased and there is no way to trace who terminated it. Another possible security risk is that
BizTalk Server comes with extremely limited ways of giving partial access to an environment. This
usually ends up with support personnel being given full access to the environments and databases even
though this is not desirable.
3. Lack of Productivity Tools
The standard tool available for operating BizTalk environments are the BizTalk Administration Console
which in general does not provide enough functionality to deal with usual support activities. This often
requires companies to implement their own tools to provide the additional functionality they desire.
4. Monitoring & Notification
BizTalk Server comes with no built-in tools for monitoring. Usually companies are forced to invest in
additional software to solve this problem like SCOM or HP operations manager. On top of the financial
cost for these programs, it creates additional workload for developers to learn and configure these
programs as well.
5. Analytics & Reporting.
Same as the monitoring problem, there is no features provided along with BizTalk Server for analytics
and reporting. The information is available through different databases and counters. However, it forces
companies to implement their own tool to collect the necessary information and then to present it in an
easy to read format. It usually ends with companies not creating such a solution and instead treating
their environment like a “black box”, disregarding what happens inside.
Previously, companies have tackled these issues using a combination of different software that each
solve one or several of the problems. BizTalk360 however, aims to gather all tools needed onto one
platform along with additional functionality to simplify certain processes regarding BizTalk Server
operations.
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3. Method
This chapter will cover the different steps taken during the study. Each step will be justified and
explained to supply the reader with enough insight to understand the results and the final conclusions.
The chapter is split up into the following segments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Implementation of test-application.
Testing of BizTalk360.
Implementation of a representative function from BizTalk360.
Interviews

3.1 Implementation of test-application
To be able to test the capabilities of BizTalk360, a test-application was needed. The choice here was
between using an already constructed implementation that could be supplied by the company. Or to
implement one from the ground up. The choice ended up being to implement a new one, on the grounds
that full knowledge of the structure of the test-application was desirable. Having full knowledge of the
implementation will make testing easier since the expected input and output will be more clear and
unexpected errors will be easier to identify. Which would have been hard to achieve when not
implementing the application.
The work started with some minor tasks in BizTalk Server to get a general knowledge of the
functionality of the platform. This was in order to identify how hard certain aspects of an orchestration
are to implement. Since this study was conducted in a specific time-frame, and that the study does not
mainly revolve around different implementations in BizTalk Server, a simple application was
implemented but with enough complexity to be comparable to an implementation which could be used
by an organization. Meaning the implementation should demand a good amount of translation in
different forms since it will be communicating with different surrounding systems in a real-life
application. This means it should have some surrounding systems to mimic how certain systems would
behave but in a simplified way.
With this in mind, a concept was created to try and implement in BizTalk Server. A salary reporting
system was created. The flow starts with a file containing multiple persons with their respective names,
personal numbers and hours worked (per week). Next a field representing salary was added to the file.
After this, the next step was to calculate the correct salary for each person. This was done through a
webservice. Following the webservice a system was created meant to mimic the payout system which
should hold all the final information. For this, a SQL-database containing names, personal numbers,
total hours worked and total salary (to be reset each month) was created. As a final step, a file is sent to
a result folder containing only which persons has been fully updated (names and personal numbers).
Figure 3 shows the flow of the test-environment concept.

Figure 3. Illustrating the flow of the test-environment.
The concept was shown to two separate BizTalk Server developers at the company to ensure it was
complex enough to mimic a real-life application. Both agreed that the implementation had enough
complexity. It requires several different message types and pipelines and the surrounding systems
require different types of adapters to connect. Therefore, this concept provides an implementation that
serves the purpose necessary for this study.
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The following software were used when creating the test-application:
•
•
•
•

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2016
Microsoft Visual Studio 2015
SoapUI
Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio

3.2 Testing of BizTalk360
After having completed the test-application the testing of BizTalk360 could start. Since no initial
knowledge or insight about this software was supplied by the company, the initial approach was to
enable as many functions as possible while building an understanding of the software as a whole.
BizTalk360 supplies a “to-do-list” out of the box and this was used to start the work. After having
configured the majority of the functions, a BizTalk Server developer at the company was consulted to
identify which of the functions provided would be considered most relevant to a BizTalk user.
After identifying these functions. Each one of them were studied with the following elements in regard:
•
•
•

What does it require to activate?
What kind of functionality does it provide?
What possible advantages/disadvantages does it have?

In addition to the deeper analysis of these functions, there were other aspects taken into account. One of
the big selling points of BizTalk360 is that it gathers all necessary tools under one platform. Therefore,
some time was also spent evaluating what actions could be performed without having to use the usual
BizTalk Administration Console or Visual studio.
The information gathered will act as a basis when conducting the interviews in the later stages of the
thesis. It will be used to explain the functionality and extent of the functions to help them provide more
informed answers.

3.3 Implementation of a representative function from BizTalk360
The purpose of this stage was to get insight on how to extract information from BizTalk and what kind
of information it provides. It was also to get an idea of how difficult it is to implement certain functions
that BizTalk360 provides.
The function that was chosen to be implemented was supposed to mimic the threshold monitoring of
BizTalk360 found in the Alarm function. This means the user will be able to set an expected volume of
messages to go through a port and be notified when the workload is below the expected volume. This
check is performed on a set interval that is also set by the user. The groundwork for this function was
provided by the company in the form of a function that only checked if any message had gone through
the port. This function was used as the base of the planned implementation. The alterations added to the
function were done in such a way as not to intervene with previous functionality.
To clarify:
The software had the following two possible results when provided:
•
•

A message has gone through the specified port during the last specified time interval and no
notification is given.
No messages have gone through during the entire specified time period and a notification is
given stating exactly that.

The software has the following three possible results after alterations are made:
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•
•

•

No messages have gone through during the entire specified time interval and a notification is
given stating exactly that.
More than one message but still less than the expected number of messages has gone through
the specified port during the specified time interval, sending a notification stating that too few
messages have traveled through the port.
The expected number of messages or more have gone through the specified ports during the
specified time interval and no notification is given.

The alterations are made in such a way as to not interfere with the original functionality of the software.

3.4 Interviews
This step was conducted in order to get more reliable estimates to build conclusions on. The interviews
were used to gather opinions of more experienced developers on the matter. Their estimates are more
reliable since they have more insight into the functionality of BizTalk Server. They also possess a deeper
understanding of what it takes to implement functions which build upon the BizTalk platform. The
information provided to the respondent was structured to give them a good understanding of what
BizTalk360 offers and the functionality of certain specific functions. The questions that were asked to
each participant can be found in section 4.4
The names of the participants and the price of the software will not be shared in this report. All
participants are experienced BizTalk Server developers at Solution Xperts.

4. Result
This chapter will cover the result following each step presented in the chapter 3 and will be structured
as such. To reiterate, the steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Implementation of test-application.
Testing of BizTalk360.
Implementation of a representative function from BizTalk360.
Interviews

4.1 Implementation of test-application
Figure 4 shows the workflow taken directly out of the Visual Studio implementation for the BizTalk
Server orchestration. The flow illustrates the path of each XML-file that is handled with our testenvironment. In its finished state we had the following major components inside BizTalk Server.
•
•
•
•

1 orchestration.
1 receive port
1 receive location
3 send ports (of which 2 were bidirectional and 1 were one-way)

On top of the orchestration configuration, some surrounding systems were required to realize the concept
of the environment. For this a WCF-webservice was created which contains a list of each personal
number (10 different ones for this implementation) and the corresponding hourly salary for each specific
personal number. Its only purpose is to get the personal numbers and hours worked of the persons
currently being updated and then update the “Lon” field in the currently handled XML-file so it displays
the correct total salary for that number of hours worked. The next system needed was a SQL-database
containing a single table with the fields “Personal number”, “Name”, “Hours worked” and “Salary”. To
be able to update this table from BizTalk Server a stored procedure was used which updates the “Hours
worked” and “Salary” fields of each personal number in the XML-file going through the orchestration.
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Figure 4. The full flowchart of the orchestration implemented in BizTalk Server from Visual Studio.
The full functionality of the orchestration can be illustrated using the numbering seen in figure 4.
1. A XML-file is fetched from a specified folder.
2. The “Lon” field is added to the XML-file through a transformation.
3. The XML-file is sent to the WCF-webservice. This webservice contains a function that
calculates the total salary (“Lon”) for each person in the XML-file using a local list that matches
personal numbers to an hourly pay. The file is then sent back to BizTalk.
4. A transformation is made to create the message needed to pass variables to the stored process
in the SQL-database.
5. Variables are passed to a stored process within the assigned SQL-database. This process updates
each person that was passed to the process. A XML-file containing success confirmation of each
update is returned.
6. The final result message is constructed using the file returned from the SQL-database and the
initial file from step 1. This message only contains Personal numbers and Names of all persons
present in the initial file.
7. The final result message is sent to the result folder.
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The biggest problems encountered during this stage were configuring the adapters needed for
communicating with the WCF-webservice and the SQL-database. Help was received from one of the
BizTalk developers when creating and connecting the WCF-webservice.
When testing the functionality of the WCF-webservice, SoapUI was used to ensure expected
functionality. This gave the opportunity to test the function calculating total salary independently, since
it allows the output of the webservice to be viewed. For the SQL-database, Windows SQL Server
Management Studio was used.

4.2 Testing of BizTalk360
As previously mentioned. The testing started by following the built in to-do-list in BizTalk360. This list
had some minor tasks listed which were needed to enable full functionality of certain functions. For
example, one of the first tasks was to configure the SMTP to be able to send email notifications. For this
the standard smtp was used since it was predefined by BizTalk30.
After enabling most of the functions on the platform a discussion was held with an experienced BizTalk
Server developer at the company to try and identify the most important aspects of the platform to obtain
a more detailed understanding of them. After the meeting it was decided that the study would focus on
the following functions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Alarms (Along with email notifications).
Throttling Analyzer.
Messaging Patterns Viewer.
Data Access.

4.2.1 Alarms
This function enables the user to specify events and non-events for monitoring. The function is very
generalized and provides a wide array of possible alarms. The section in the software that handles these
functions is under the “Monitoring” tab. The list covering what components can be monitored through
alarms, provided in the BizTalk360 documentation, are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BizTalk Applications and their Send Ports, Receive Locations, Orchestrations, Service
instances
Disks
Event Logs
NT Services
System Resources (CPU, Memory)
SQL Jobs
Web Endpoints
Message Box Viewer Errors and Warnings
Host instances (normal, clustered)

On top of this the Alarm function also provides monitoring for process/transaction volume, negative
monitoring (monitoring an artifact in a stopped state rather than a started state). Biztalk360 comes with
email and SMS notifications preinstalled. For this study, only the email notifications were tested since
an additional information was needed from the BizTalk360 sales team in order to be able to use the SMS
notifications. All alarms are made in two stages. First one must create the actual alarm base which
configures the name of the alarms, an alarm description which is given in the notification, who will get
the notification, what sort of monitoring the alarm will be doing (Threshold or data monitoring, can do
both) and what kind of notification you want to use (email/SMS). You can also configure a health check
notification based on the monitoring of the alarm at certain timestamps (daily/hourly/specific days etc.)
After the base is done the alarm needs to be provided the details of what it should be monitoring.
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Three different alarms were created to test the amount of effort required to enable the desired monitoring
and to see what kind of information the notification email provided. The first alarm falls under the
BizTalk Application – Send port category and was named “First_check_send_ports”. Its purpose was to
monitor every send port present in my test-environment. Except for the initial stage where the recipient
for the notification was configured (a Gmail address was setup to act as recipient) this alarm required
very little configuration. In the second stage the actual monitoring target for the alarm is added, all that
was needed for this alarm was to set the expected state of each of the send ports. This was done under
the “Manage Mapping” section. In this case the expected state was set to “Started” meaning a
notification should be sent as soon as a send port is stopped. On top of this it was also possible to enable
the “Auto-correction” function on the send ports using the same alarm. This enables BizTalk360 to try
and attend to a port with an unexpected state before notifying the recipient of the alarm. The auto-correct
function never failed to correct the ports during testing so it was also tested without using auto-correct.
This was to see the result when receiving one of the notifications and through that also ensuring that it
is monitoring the correct event. The notification received is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Showing the email notification received after the Send port alarm is triggered.
The purpose of the second test alarm was to trigger whenever more than 5 messages had gone through
my test environment within the last 15 minutes and was named “Alert_at_above_5_msgs”. It was
specified in the first stage of the alarm creation that it will be handling threshold monitoring as well as
data monitoring. Recipient was specified to the same e-mail address as the previous alarm. Next, a
schedule is created which contains the configurations of what the alarm should monitor. The
configuration for the schedule is shown in figure 6.
After completing the alarm, it was tested by sending various numbers of messages through the test
application to see that it would only send notifications when it was supposed to. No problems arose and
the alarm functioned as expected. The resulting notification is shown in figure 7.
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Figure 6. Showing what settings were used to create the schedule for the “Alert_at_above_5_msgs”
alarm. Expected messages was set to <5. Receive port/location was automatically filled in correctly,
same with send port. It was set to check the alarm every 15 minutes, every day between 9 am. and 5
pm.

Figure 7. Showing the email notification for the “Alert_at_above_5_msgs” alarm.
The third alarm was intended to trigger in the event of an exception being caught that contained the
string “Customer missing”. The first stage had the same configuration as the “Alert_at_above_5_msgs”
alarm. The configuration needed for this schedule included more specific information to be able to track
down the specific error produced when testing. All the information could be found in the error message
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produced by BizTalk Server. The error was produced by adding a component in the orchestration placed
after the first receive component. All this component did was throw an exception containing the phrase
“Customer missing”. The information needed for the alarm schedule was the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Event Log servers (automatically filled in).
Event Type (Error)
Event Log (Application)
Event Source (XLANG/S)
Match (Any)

It was then configured that it should only match towards errors where the message contains “Customer
missing”. It was set to trigger as soon as any amount above 0 was detected of this specific error. Checks
was configured to be performed each 15 minutes daily between 9am and 5pm.
During testing it seemed to function as expected until the error was removed from the orchestration. The
notification for this alarm kept being triggered which was not the intended behavior. Because of the time
frame of this study this alarm was not tested further and was therefore not mentioned in the interviews.
However, during evaluation of the material when writing this report, a potential reason for the
unexpected behavior was found. The option to use a date/time filter for the SQL query when checking
was not used during testing. This could mean that an expired error (an error that was created at a time
before the time interval the alarm should be monitoring) is triggering the alarm. Upon finding this there
was no way of testing this theory since the access to BizTalk360 was gone. Because of this, the
“customer missing” alarm was still left out from the interviews.

4.2.2 Throttling Analyzer
The throttling Analyzer simplifies the data provided by the built-in throttling mechanism in BizTalk
Server. A common way of handling the throttling data mentioned by the BizTalk360 website is to
configure the Windows PerfMon tool to collect all of the necessary counters. When all those were
gathered there was also a lot of knowledge needed in order to understand the data that have been gathered
[2]. Instead, BizTalk360 visually plots the data towards the different throttling conditions in the
monitored environment which simplifies the process of identifying which bottleneck is currently being
overflowed (if any). This is used to identify if some parts of a system cannot withstand certain
workloads. Depending on the specifications of one’s system, different conditions will be met before
others.
There is the option of showing Publish throttling (inbound to the message box) as in figure 8 and
Delivery throttling (outbound from the message box) as in figure 9. The throttling data is kept up to 7
days before being purged and can be shown in different time-intervals. The test conducted with this
function was sending up to 20 000 messages through the environment in order to get some other
response from the throttling analyzer other than just reaching the rate throttling condition of the test
environment (which was reached no matter what number of messages were sent through the
environment). The test was successful. When conducting this test, the disk was filled up as a result of
all the tracking data collected when sending the messages. The throttling condition for process memory
was then met and could be seen on both delivery and publish throttling.
The Throttling Analyzer function works out-of-the-box, meaning there was no configuration needed to
enable it. It also works in almost real-time and has no performance impact since it queries the BizTalk
built-in performance counters.
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Figure 8. Showing the publish throttling after testing. By looking at the graph the user can see that the
“Process Memory” condition is currently being met. This plot is showing a time-frame of 30 minutes.

Figure 9. Showing the delivery throttling after testing. The user can see the “process Memory”
condition being met here as well. Time-frame is 30 minutes

4.2.3 Messaging Patterns Viewer
The Message Patterns function gathers unique message flows. A message flow is the path a message
takes when transported through BizTalk Server from start to end. When sending messages through an
environment, there is a message flow for each message. So if you send 100 messages through an
environment, there are 100 message flows but maybe only four or five unique ones. This function
identifies these, so you can examine them individually with some added tracking data like average
execution time and message volume. When initially identified each pattern has a global unique identifier
which can be renamed to make it easier to understand what the pattern represents. Since the test
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application only has one orchestration with only one possible path, then the test application only creates
one message pattern. In figure 10, you see three patterns in the left-hand side of the image. The top one
still has its global unique identifier name and was created from a test application created before the main
test environment. The middle one was created from an application created for a minor EDI test not
covered in this report. And last there is the pattern created from the application that contains the real test
orchestration. This pattern was named “Orchestration Testenvironment”.

Figure 10. Showing the pattern of the test-application. Right side shows additional tracking data for
message volume and average execution time. Data changes depending on selected port. Current selected
port is “SQL_port”.
When trying to activate this function a problem arose regarding the tracking data needed for these
functions. See section 4.2.4 for more detail. When the original problem was resolved all that was needed
was to enable the desired BizTalk360 specific tracking (tracking not available in BizTalk Server). This
BizTalk360 specific tracking was:
•
•

Average execution time on Message box, orchestration and pipeline.
Message count on port.

4.2.4 Data Access
The Data access part of BizTalk360 is a group of functions that mainly consists of tools already available
through the use of software like the BizTalk Server Admin Console and Windows Event Viewer. Its
main purpose is only to remove the need for any other software than BizTalk360. The Data access
section contains the following functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Message box (queries)
Message flow (tracking)
Secure SQL queries
Business Activity Monitoring
Advanced Event Viewer

Message box (queries) provides the same query capabilities towards the message box as the BizTalk
Server Admin Console. The main difference here is the improved graphical presentation compared to
the admin console. It is also possible to perform the same actions as the admin console on the messages
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like suspending and terminating messages here. This function was used a great amount during the testing
of this platform instead of the admin console.
Message flow (tracking) shows message flows for each message processed through the environment.
When a message is selected, it will show the port or orchestration in which the message is currently
being processed. A message which is no longer being processed will show the last component that it had
contact with. It is possible to backtrack the flow of the message by clicking on the colored circles at the
sides of the components to eventually see the entire message flow (as shown in the message pattern
viewer). The added information this function provides is that a user can follow the information in the
message at each stage in the message flow. On top of the graphical message flow, the function provides
three tabs of added information: Properties (standard information that could be found by normal message
box query), context (information that can be found within the orchestration) and content (full message
text without reformat). This additional information is shown in figure 11. This was very helpful since it
makes it easy to follow which changes are made to the message at each stage in the message flow.

Figure 11. Showing the added information provided by the Message flow (Tracking) function.
The previously mentioned problem regarding tracking data in the Message pattern function was first
encountered when trying to activate the message flow function within the data access group. According
to the documentation, everything needed to activate the pattern viewer was to enable tracking on a
pipeline level [3]. This however did not work. Upon reading the rest of the documentation and receiving
help from one of the BizTalk Server developers, it was found that the SQL Agent in the SQL Server
Management Studio was not properly configured and resulted in no tracking data being collected. Upon
solving this it was also discovered through testing of different tracking settings, that it required enabling
tracking on all receive ports, all send ports and the orchestration to finally enable tracking full
functionality of this function and in turn enable the Message Pattern viewer as well. A theory for why
enabling tracking on pipeline level was not enough is that only standard pipelines were used in the
orchestration and no custom ones. Tracking on the standard pipelines were enabled but was not enough.
This theory was never confirmed since it was never tested.
The third function is a collection of predefined SQL queries that can be executed towards the BizTalk
databases. The reason for this function is to counteract deadlocking in the user’s database systems. It is
possible to define your own queries and add them to the list. Only select statements are permitted, all
update or insert statements are declined. Since this function was not interesting to the company it was
not tested.
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The fourth function collects BAM data (Business Activity Monitoring). Since no such data was used in
the test environment this function was not tested and only mentioned during interviews.
The Fifth function has the same functionality as the Windows Event viewer. The only difference here is
that it gathers the information from all your BizTalk servers instead of having you log onto each
individual server to see its information. This function also saw a lot of use during testing of the platform
instead of the standard event viewer.

4.3 Implementation of a representative function from BizTalk360
As previously mentioned, the new function was based on the existing functionality of a function
provided by the company. This function was a group of stored SQL processes and tables. After
understanding its process, the work to build the new add-on function could begin. The only functionality
that was used for the new function from the base one was the database which fetched tracking data from
the standard BizTalk server tracking database. This is done to minimize unnecessary accesses to the
BizTalk database and through that minimizing performance impact. To configure a port to be monitored
in this function a row in the config table must be added. Each row in this table represents an “alarm”.
They contain information like port name, port URI, settings for how often alarms can be sent and the
time interval for which messages must be created to be checked. To enable the functionality that was
strived for a field had to be added to the config table which was called “Msg_Interval” which contains
the expected number of messages for the alarm.
Next, a select statement was created in the stored process which analyzed the gathered tracking data.
This statement selected, into a temporary table (#IntervalErrors), all messages related to any port listed
in the config table within the specified time interval for each alarm. It then counted how many messages
were related to each port and compared it to the expected interval. If the expected interval was met it
would not be selected. This statement provides a table containing config ID, port name, port URI,
amount of counted messages and an error type set to “Interval Error”. The error type field was also
added to the temporary table used for the base function to separate the different errors the function can
notify the user of. The original error (no message sent) is named “No_msgs_error” and as stated the
error for threshold monitoring is called “Interval Error”
The table #IntervalErrors is then concatenated with the select statement responsible to write out the
result of the function to add, if an error was encountered, the output for the new function for threshold
monitoring. The majority of the time was spent learning what kind of information was needed for the
new function and where this could be found. About 12 hours were spent testing the select statements
until the goal of the function had been achieved. This took about five days in total to implement and
required help from a developer at the company.

4.4 Interviews
The interviews were conducted with one person at a time. This person was shown a short introduction
to the purpose and uses of BizTalk360. After that they were shown four different functions provided by
BizTalk360. Like previously stated, these four functions were selected with the help of one of the
developers at the company. After each function the respondent was asked the following questions.
•

On a rate from 1-5. How would you rate the importance of this function from a support
perspective? (Meaning a person whose task is to monitor the health of the environment and
report errors. This person has a limited knowledge of the functionality of BizTalk Server). In
this case 1 being “not important at all” and 5 being “extremely important”.

•

Same rate as the previous question. How would you rate the importance of this function from
a developer perspective? (Meaning a person who consistently works with correcting complex
errors within BizTalk Server and has a high knowledge of its functionality).
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Then they were asked to give a time estimate on how long it would take to implement the function
presented to them. This time estimate should take core functionality, generalization and presentation
into account. The question was structured to imply this.
•

How long would you suggest it would take to implement a similar function as this one? Counting
not only core functionality but generalization and presentation as well?

After the selected functions were covered. The respondent was shown some final notes regarding
BizTalk360 before being shown the license price of the software. They were then asked to rate the
pricing of the product on a 1-5 scale as well, “1” being “not worth the price at all” and 5 being “very
much worth the price”.
The interviews had mixed response regarding the different functions importance and theoretical
implementation time. Five different BizTalk Server developers took part in an interview. Table 1 details
the answers of the respondents and the averages of all given answers.

Support (1-5)
Developer (1-5)
Implementation
time (Hours)
Support average
Developer
average
Implementation
time average

Alarms

Throttling
analyzer

Data access

2,3,1,2,2
1,3,2,4,2
80,80,90,
220,150
2,0
2,4

Message
Pattern
Viewer
3,2,3,2,3
1,3,2,2,2
150,40,50,
150,60
2,6
2,4

5,5,4,4,4
4,5,4,3,3
200,160,100,
120,150
4,4
3,8
146 hours

125 hours

90 hours

212 hours

3,3,2,5,3
1,3,1,5,2
160,200,300
300,100
3,2
2,4

Table 1. Listing all gradings and estimates given during the interviews along with the averages
calculated by summarizing the given answers and dividing them with the amount of respondents.
There were some additional thoughts along with some of the functions. When asked about the alarm
function there was an obvious positive response. It received the highest average response out of all
functions. This is mainly since it removes the need for a person to constantly be looking through the
different applications for errors and such. It also streamlines the handling of the errors since they can be
configured to be delivered to the correct person directly instead of going through a chain of
communication. This saves a lot of time for companies using large BizTalk environments. There was
however a point made that it may be too generalized. Meaning that there are a lot of things that can be
monitored with alarms that one (according to the respondent) would not want to monitor. Meaning you
would be buying more than you would ever use.
When asked about the Throttling Analyzer the most common opinion was that it manages to simplify
the understanding of the throttling mechanism but would not see much use from neither support nor
developer personnel. According to some of the respondents, throttling conditions in BizTalk
applications are usually easily identified without needing any extra tools to identify them. Even though
the function was appreciated for what it provides, its grading was lowered by its assumed low use.
The message pattern viewer had a similar response. Even though it provides a good overview of the
message flow with some minor extra data it would not see much use. It does not provide anything vital.
From a support perspective, it might be useful to provide an unexperienced person with an easily
understandable overview of the message flow, but a developer will probably have access to the visual
studio files which show the same flow and more information. There was also a mention that it could
provide good material for documentation.
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The data access function group mostly received quite low grading. On its own it mainly provides
functionality already provided through the BizTalk Server Admin Console and the Windows Event
Viewer. The message flow (tracking) function however grabbed the interest of some of the respondents.
The possibility to follow the change of the message content throughout the message flow seemed
valuable to some of the developers. One of them thought it would be extremely helpful even.
The final notes shown to the respondents before being asked about the price were a short pros and cons
list to mention some aspects of the software that could be of interest. That list was the following:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
-

Many more functions not covered like EDI management and Azure Services.
Different users can have different amount of access to the environment (and different views)
Live feed and audit of each user in environment
Needs very little configuration before installing
One Tool for everything
Requires a lot of tracking enabled (takes up a lot of disk space)
Can be replaced by other software
Has a high license price

And finally, the respondents were asked how they would rate the pricing of the product and also
shown the price. This gave the following result:

ALL ANSWERS
AVERAGE

PRICE
3,2,2,1,4
2,4

5. Discussion
The functions provided by BizTalk360 does provide some smart additional functions that could be
helpful in certain situations. One of the biggest sell points of BizTalk360 is that it gathers all necessary
tools for administrating BizTalk environments on one platform. This can be attractive to companies that
are still quite new to using BizTalk Server, since they have not already built up a habit for how to find
certain information or error search. This did not seem to be the case at Solution Xperts though. The
developers here are quite comfortable using software such as the BizTalk Server Admin Console and
the Windows Event Viewer.
The obvious major reason for getting BizTalk360 according to the interviews would be the Alarm
function. This is the only function that would provide a major improvement to work efficiency of the
studied functions. This is because of two reasons. First it eliminates the need of having a developer that
needs to constantly check the health of the environment to ensure smooth operation. Second, when an
error occurs, it can be sent to the person responsible for attending to that certain error with necessary
information to describe the error. Instead of a person in sales not receiving a buy order where they then
must call tech support who in turn has to locate the correct department responsible for upkeep of the
BizTalk environments. The developer then has to go into the admin console and locate the origin of the
error. This streamlining can be worth a lot to a company. The rest of the studied functions clearly has
their uses but does not nearly carry the same merit as the Alarm function.
Regarding the implementation time of the different functions. This is hard for any developer to estimate.
You can clearly see in the answers given that the time estimates vary a lot. When asked to supply the
time estimate, one of the main factors that the developers considered was the time needed to create a
good enough graphical interface to compare it to BizTalk360. One of the first things one would notice
when used to the regular tools provided, is that the tools in BizTalk360 feels more intuitive and easily
understood because of the improved graphical interface (estimated to need up to 100 hours alone). This
means that a big part of the time spent if one would want to implement a similar platform would need
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to be placed creating a very well-polished graphical interface. Since this is also one of the big strengths
of the platform. When looking at the actual estimates and seeing that it has a fairly even spread, the
averages presented above can be considered reliable for the sake of this study. Of course, this estimate
could be even more accurate if more BizTalk Server developers were asked. Since it would give a
stronger foundation to the averages taken from the answers.
When looking at the result regarding the pricing of BizTalk360 it gives us a bit more understanding how
the overall opinion regarding the platform is. If the respondents would have been impressed by the
functions and services that BizTalk360 provides the grading would be high no matter which price they
were shown. Of course, a price which is too high would decrease the grading somewhat. However, since
BizTalk360 is a software who is sold on today’s market, it is assumed that the pricing is fair. This means
the grade given can be viewed as to reflect the respondent’s opinion regarding if it would use everything
provided by BizTalk360, and so, how important they are as a whole.
An area of improvement for a future study would be to implement a larger part of the BizTalk360
platform. A larger implementation would provide a more solid ground to make estimates on. These
estimates could then be based on real testing instead of being theoretical. This was not possible during
this study due to the lack of time and prior knowledge of the platform. The function implemented still
provided insight into the inner workings of BizTalk Server.

6. Conclusions
After analyzing and discussing the results presented the following conclusions were reached to the
research questions of this study.
How important are the functions provided by BizTalk360 for the company?
As previously stated the alarm function seems very desirable. However, the rest of the platform does not
provide anything that appears as important. Going by the grading regarding the pricing of the platform
it would not seem that the functions provided by BizTalk360 are of any specific importance. It would
probably be more attractive for the company to implement the alarm function as a standalone software.
How difficult would it be to implement the relevant functions without BizTalk360?
Assuming that the average estimates presented are fairly accurate, to implement the functions covered
by this study along with some added time to create a good looking graphical interface (adds 80 hours),
the time required should be approximately 653 man hours. After being able to implement a simple
function, it can be claimed that even an unexperienced developer could in theory be able to implement
these functions as well given enough time. A seasoned software developer should have no major issues
implementing this.
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